Unit 1
1  1 A
2  B
3  A
4  B
5  C
6  B
2 a get on with
   b broke out
   c sworn by
   d burn out
   e sprung up
   f come up with
   g put in
   h came in
   i turned up
   j got over
3  A 6
   B 5
   C 3
   D 4
   E 1
   F 2
4 a essential
   b conscientious
   c nostalgic
   d accomplished
   e motivated
   f gloomy
   g self-reliant
   h apprehensive
   i sensitive
   j mundane
3  1 A
   2 C
   3 B
   4 B
   5 A
   6 C
   7 B
4 a stood
   b scrambled
   c beating
   d come
   e called
   f get
   g filters
   h swept
5 a no wonder
   b en route
   c in store
   d How on earth
   e as a matter of course
   f The chances are that
   g out of this world
   h in the pipeline

Unit 2
1  1 D
   2 B
   3 C
   4 A
   5 A
   6 B
   7 C
   8 B
   9 D
   10 D
2 a 4
   b 1
   c 8
   d 6
   e 9
   f 7
   g 3
   h 2
   i 10
   j 5
3 a deterioration
   b prohibitive
   c likelihood
   d outrageous
   e revolutionised
   f prestigious
   g investment
4 a 2
   b 5
   c 4
   d 6
   e 8
   f 3
   g 9
   h 10
   i 1
   j 7
5 a resembling
   b wiped
   c compensates
   d stalking
   e were slaughtering
   f urge
   g argued
   h excels

Unit 3
1 a vending machine
   b wind chill
   c senior citizen
   d space shuttle
   e boarding pass
   f marketing strategy
2 a carry out
   b put (you) up
   c set down
   d turned down
   e bargained for
   f hooked up
   g broke down
   h bring up
   i brought (the government)
   j set up
   k break (the crowd of protesters)
   l puts down
3 a deterioration
   b prohibitive
   c likelihood
   d outrageous
   e revolutionised
   f prestigious
   g investment
4 a graceful
   b resource
   c offspring
   d under wraps
   e repulsive
   f tusks

Unit 4
1  1 B
   2 C
   3 B
   4 D
   5 A
   6 B
   7 C
   8 B
   9 D
   10 D
   11 C
   12 A
   13 C
   14 B
   15 A
2 a resemble
   b wiped
   c compensates
   d stalking
   e were slaughtering
   f urge
   g argued
   h excels
3  A 5
   B 7
   C 2
   D 6
   E 1
   F 4
4 a graceful
   b resource
   c offspring
   d under wraps
   e repulsive
   f tusks

Unit 5
1  1 C
   2 A
   3 C
   4 A
   5 B
   6 A
   7 B
   8 B
   9 B
   10 B
2 a discouraged  
b deprivation  
c flexibility  
d vandalism  
e tempting  
f inadvisable  
g revelation  
h spacious  
i concentration

3 a in moderation  
b take for granted  
c a turn for the worse  
d without trace  
e under the weather  
f in the right frame of mind  
g all it's cracked up to be

4 a 6  
b 8  
c 1  
d 10  
e 4  
f 5  
g 3  
h 9  
i 7  
j 2

Unit 6
1 a high-pitched  
b make-believe  
c crime-ridden  
d mild-mannered  
e self-conscious  
f second-rate

2 a reckless  
b doomed  
c instantaneous  
d isolated  
e acute  
f tremendous  
g unforeseen  
h ardent  
i artificial  
j elusive

3 1 rocketing  
  2 installed  
  3 rotate  
  4 generate  
  5 acquired  
  6 emit

4 a exposing  
b standard  
c glared  
d odour  
e discomfort  
f adopt  
g opponents  
h gazing  
i flee  
j fortune

Unit 7
1 a punishing  
b lithe  
c dreaded  
d indestructible  
e relatively  
f curious  
g catastrophic  
h moral  
i extensively

2 1 B  
  2 C  
  3 B  
  4 B  
  5 C

3 1 B

4 a counteracting  
b submerged  
c has stamped out  
d were dismissed  
e retreat  
f features/featured  
g pledged  
h abused  
i abound  
j drain

Unit 8
1 a declined  
b was teasing  
c pose  
d undertake  
e savour  
f reasoned  
g has been erected  
h ended up  
i lacked  
j regards

2 a intervention  
b Fictional  
c unsocial  
d momentary  
e desirability  
f critical  
g unprecedented  
h vigorously

3 a contemporary  
b drought  
c trivial  
d tangible  
e league  
f capacity  
g far-fetched  
h contagious

4 a with hindsight  
b under your belt  
c at stake  
d on the spur of the moment  
e out of the blue  
f in the long run  
g off course

Unit 9
1 a 6  
b 5  
c 7  
d 1  
e 3  
f 4  
g 2

2 a give out  
b is brought out  
c cope  
d peaked  
e will be axed  
f held out  
g pulled over  
h get over  
i deducted  
j give out
Unit 11

1 a massacre
   b arduous
   c intimidated
   d evaded
   e gripping
   f mischievous
2 a stick up for
   b fell out with
   c make up for
   d hang around
   e come out with
   f gives in to
   g do away with
3 1 C
   2 D
   3 A
   4 B
   5 A
   6 B
   7 C
   8 B
   9 A
   10 B
4 a 5
   b 6
   c 10
   d 7
   e 3
   f 4
   g 2
   h 9
   i 1
   j 8

Unit 12 A changing world

1 a plentiful
   b density
   c petrified
   d enduring
   e reservations
   f inexhaustible
   g draughty
2 a crack/have cracked
   b rots
   c dilute
   d straddles
   e extinguish
   f acquaint
   g whipped
   h counter

3 a worst-case scenario
   b greenhouse gas
   c knock-on effect
   d fossil fuels
   e global warming
   f jet stream
   g concrete jungle
4 a wilderness
   b botanist
   c plateau
   d ridge
   e puncture
   f summit
   g vertigo
   h battleground
   i trash